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Editorial. 
MOR~~. co~rage in .a public officer clothed with grave responsi-blhtles 15 a quahty of supreme vallie. 1:J1C glliding princi-
ple of such an officer is expressed in the words, "Dare to do right." 
That other word, " popularity." does not represent his highest 
ideal of human motives. He prefer~ " to be right rather than to 
be president." He covets the approval of a clear conscience 
more than the emoluments of office. He does not hesitate to 
grapple with wrong, though it be entrenched in the strong-holds 
of power and influence. He fears not bravely to defend the 
public interest even when opposed by the selfishness and greed 
of private interest. He is neither to be bought nor bull-dozed. 
He quails no more at the open clamor of an unreasoning popu-
lace than at the secret machinations of the unprincipled dema-
gogue. His faith is firm in the doctrine that Might is witlt tlt~ 
Rigllt. He knows that Truth, though crushed to earth, will rise 
again . Such is the style of men that the country and the age 
demand for the high places of trust, The days of a fawning 
sycophancy are passing away. The days of a slavish subserviency 
'to the behests of party will ere long disappear. The days of a' 
stern and sterling manhood already begin to da~vn. Not those 
who play upon the passions and prejudices, but those who seek 
honestly and fearlessly to serve the interests of the people are the 
coming men . When that time shall come, timidity and cowar-
dice in the face of great public duties will be regarded as no less 
. treason to the right than knavery and corruption. May Heaven 
speed the day, and may God speed the right. 
The inestimable value of moral courage and of a fearless devo-
tion to a great public trust has been strikingly illustrated in the 
recent $choQI-book cont~st in the Wisconsin Legislature , A. 
powerful combination had been formed for the purpose of forcing 
upon the state a similar scheme to that which has been fastened 
lIpon Minnesota for the next fifteen years. It was purely a 
speculative monopoly so. far as its concoctors were concerned. 
Not a true friend of education in the state was known to favor it. 
Men of influence connected with the public press, versed in all 
the secrets of the lobby, skilled in the arts of intrigue, so potent 
with professional politicians, and controlling the three newspa-
pers of the capital, were engaged in the plot. They regarded 
success as assured. Their editorial columns were crowded with 
the plausibilities and misrepresentations embodied in the scheme, 
and with abuse of its opponents, notably of the State Superin-
tendent and President of the University. The Superintendent 
fearlessly entered the lists, opposed the infamy not only through 
personal appeals to the members of the Legislature, but 
in communications addressed directly to that body. He was 
reenforced by an almost spontaneous uprising of the educators 
of the state, and by the hearty cooperation of distinguished teach-
ers from other states; and the bill, after having passed the senate. 
was ignominiously defeated in the lower hous~. The disclosures 
that have since been made of the motives, plans, and purposes of 
the combination have been quite astounding, evincing a degree 
of corruption most discreditable to the parties 'Concerned and to 
the journalism of the capital. These revelations appeared in the 
form of a communication to the Milwaukee .DailJ' News of march 
6th. The indomitable energy and courage of the Superintendent 
were mainly instrumeiltal iri preventing tbe consummation of a 
fraud upo'n the state which a whole generation would scarcel y 
have been able to outlive. We believe that an example like thi !> 
is worthy of special note as illustrating what may be accomplished 
by a single official armed with honesty and fearlessly contendin!:{ 
for the right. 
President Hayes, in his inaugural address, spea~iJlg of the 
material development of the South, holds the following language: 
" But at the basis of all prosperity, fot that as well as for every 
other part of the country, lies the imprOVe)11e.nt of the intellec-
tual and moral condition of the people. U1tiversal sllffmge 
sllOuld rest 1Ipon universal educati(J1t. To this end a liberal and 
permanent provision should be made for the support of free 
schools by state governments, and, if need be, supplemented by 
legitimate aid from the national authority." 
The WEEKLY of January 25th affirmed the doctrine that : 
" Social, political, and lIIaten'alregmeratioll calt be effected on!)' 
011 tlte basis of i1tte/lectual and moral regmeratiolt.. The intellec-
tual and moral regeneration of a community is possible only 
through a wise 'and generous system of education, univer~ny 
diffused. This is the pressing need of the South. 1:his is the 
remedy which alone can reaah the disease that is deeply seated 
in the body poHtic. II 
And, again, in our issue of February 8th, we claimed that: 
" It is indisputable tltat J'overeigflly bei1'K lmiversal, educatt'oll 
must be 1miversal, also. For, between intelligence and illiteracy 
there is, aJ)d ever must be., an irrepressible conflIct. . No man 
can be free whose faculties are fettered by .the chains Of igno-
rance. No man can long be enslaved whose soul is illumined ' 
with the radiance of heaven-born truth. Civil freedom must 
inevitably follow fast in the footsteps of intellectual and moral 
freedom ." 
In connection with the remarks made on the 25th of January, 
\Y~ !lr~ed that there !jhould he no delay in pre.ssing to its final 
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passage-'the bilr 'which has long been pending in Congress for 
appropriating the proceeds of the sales of our remaining public 
la~ds to the support of schools, the same to be distributed upon 
the basis of the illiteracy existing in the several states. We 
believe this!to!be a measure of the first importance. All attempts 
at the reconstruction and pacification of the South, not founded 
upon the thorough training and instruction of the rising genera-
ration , will end in failure. Men must be made to tlzink and feel 
rightly before they can be expected to act rightly. But little 
can be expected from the generation now controlling the South . 
The work of regeneration must be commenced lower down. 
Schools, [and good schools, must be established everywhere 
throughout that region. The children and youfh of both races 
must be gathered in them. School-houses must be built, compe-
tent teachers secured, books and apparatus provided, and the 
most comprehensive and liberal measures must be devised, or the 
Southern problem will remain unsolved for the next century. 
No greater task ever waited to be undertaken, through a wise and 
far-sighted statesmanship. No greater duty ever devolved upon 
the representatives of a free nation . Are they wise enough to 
see, and brave enough to seize the great opportunity? We hope 
President Hayes will make this work a leading element of his 
policy. As Lincoln emancipated the down-trodden race from 
the thrall of political slavery, so' may Hayes set it free from the 
bondage of ignorance, superstition, and vice. 
The thorough and humiliating defeat of the nefarious school-
book scheme, in the Wisconsin Legislatur~, followed , as it has 
been, and wiII still continue to be, by a complete exposure of its 
motives and methods, wiII put an effectual quietus upon all future 
attempts to get up profitable jobs at the expense of the integrity 
and efficiency of the common schools of that state. We learn 
that the revelations yet to be made will be of a most astounding 
character, reflecting most seriously upon men of some promi-
nence in legislative and lobby circles. As the bill which passed 
one branch of that 'body was nearly identical with the Minnesota 
scheme in all essential respects, and as the "statesmen" who 
worked it through to a final passage in the latter state are not 
highly distinguished for honesty of purpose or purity of charac-
ter in public life, there is a wide margin for reflection among the 
people as to the animus of their coming contract for school-
books to run for fifteen years. 
We cheerfully give place in another column to the commu'ni-
cation of Prof. H. B. Buckham, of the Buffalo State Normal 
School, in explanation of certain figures quoted in the leading 
editorial of the WEEKLY of March 1st, on the Ne\v York Normal 
School question. These figures were· taken from the report of 
the Superintendent of Public Instruction rendered to the Legis-
lature' of the state, January II, 1876, page 44, where that officer 
remarks that "the number of pupils in attendance upon these 
schools (normal) was 6,348, of whom 2,955 were students in the 
normal departments." On page 45 of the same document, the 
Superintendent further states that "in some of the normal 
schools of the state the primary and academic departments have 
been permitted to a certain extent to overshadow the n'ormal de-
partment. This ought not to be permitted; yet, either under 
the statute or by custom, that condition of affairs has been brought 
about, and it is difficult to see how any change can be effected 
except by legislative enactment." These statements coming 
from the highest educational -officer of the state were deemed per-
fectlr rellabie; ~f ~rroneous. we are sUI'fri~q t~!l~ ther should 
have remained unchallengp.d for more than a year, to the detri-
ment of the schools. Indeed, we do not understand our corre-
spondent to question the accuracy of the figures, his object being 
rather to qualify them by showing that large numbers of the non-
professional students belong to the model or practice schools, 
which are a legitimate part of the machinery for training teach-
ers. The object of the WEEny was, however, entirely friendly . 
In speaking of the academic feature of these schools, we were 
aiming at a principle, with which numbers have nothing espe-
cially to do. And it is also a questIOn worthy of consideration 
whether the model schools may not be allowed to become so 
large as to overshadow the normal departments. In thi s time of 
criticism and agitation, it may be wise to reconsider all of these 
questions. 
Our readers and Superintendent Shattuck will pardon us for 
neglecting to call attention to the Colorado department two 
weeks ago. Mr. Shattuck is the new Superintendent of Public 
Instruction in Colorado, and is rousing the people to a lively 
interest in education. We also unintentionally omitted to men -
tion the enlistment of Prof. W. M, Bristoll, Superinten nt of 
Schools in the city of Yankton , as state editor for Dakota. His 
first representation appeared in No. 7 of the WEEKLY. The 
next to be added to the list is the Golden State of the Pacific 
coast. State Superintendent E. C. Carr, assisted by his talented 
wife, who is Deputy State Superintendent, wiII edit a column for 
that state. We expect an installment from them soon. We 
have also engaged corre,spondents to send us notes on education 
from Texas, Kansas, Or~gon, Washington Territory, Massachu-
etts, and Utah. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
POUR years ago, when the fUllction of the normal school in our educaticnal system was so fully discussed in the National 
Association, at Boston, it seemed to be the concurrent opinion 
of the men engaged in them that this function is the training of 
teachers for our lower schools, such as the rural schools, and those 
below the high school in our graded schools. It was generally 
implied, and was frequ.ently affirmed, that the higher grades of 
teachers, superintendents of schools, principals, professors in our 
colleges, etc., must obtain the professional training they need, if 
they need any for their special work, from other sources. If 
this be the true view, one thing is certain: before these schools 
can, in any good degree, meet this demand, their number must 
be gre~tly increased. For example, in Michigan there are about 
6,000 of this grade of teachers. If each teacher serves, on an 
average, five years, it will require that the normal school gni.du-
ate 1,200 per year in order to meet the demand fully ! This 
would require twenty llonnal schools instead of one. 
By this we do not mean that one normal school in such a state 
can not do much for the elevation of the schools of the state, 
and much in supplying trained teachers. Certainly no one 
acquainted with the work and influence of the school mentioned, 
and honest enough to do it justice, will deny that it has done 
service to the state far above what it has cost. But the first 
requisite in adapting our agencies is to determine definitely the 
the work to be done by them; if, therefore, the chief function 
of the normal school is that named above, our people ought to 
so understand it, and have it so clearly set before them that they 
will demand adequate provision to meet the want, at least in 
some good degree. 
Th.ere iSI howeve~ aQQth~r view of the fQnctiop Qf ~ nQ~l 
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school which may be worth considering, to meet which would 
require but a single such institution in such a state. This view 
is that which makes the normal school purely a professional 
school, designed 'for giving professional knowledge and training 
to the higher grades of teachers. The requisites for such an 
institution would be: I . That it should be a complete museum 
of .appliances for teaching work of all grades. Illustrative appa-
ratus, from the lowest kindergarten work to the full equipment 
of a high school, at least, should be found there. Museums of 
natural history, adapted to the same range, and put up in the 
most approved methods for usefulness in teaching j models and 
plans of school buildings, school furniture j maps, charts, books,-
whatever anyone' engaged in any department of our public 
school work may need to su in order to acquaint himself with 
the best known thing of the kind, should all be found in this 
collection. 2 . There should be a corps of instructors competent 
to give instruction in such subjects as the history of the public 
school system in our own and other countries j the school systems 
of the world j school legislation and school laws j school architec-
ture j school supervision j the management of our graded schools; 
the entire realm of pedagogics j and whatever else is conducive to 
a thorough professional training for the teacher's work. 3. Build-
ings and grounds should comport with the character of the 
school, being models of their kind, and an inspiration. 4. For 
certain purposes of exhibiting principles in application, a model 
or practice school might be necessary. 5. With these appliances, 
let there be held one four months' session each year, the instruc- ' 
tion being given mainly by lectures, in connection with which 
the students should be directed in their reading. Let two 
courses, followed by a thorough examination, complete the 
course. 6. For admission to the course at least 'a good, thorough, 
English high school course of training should be required; and 
the character of the instruction ' should be such as to attract col-
lege graduates, and men and women of mature years and culture. 
Such an institution would rapidly fashion the entire school 
system of a state, especially if its powers and prerogatives were 
liberally and wisely determined and ensured by law. But there 
would still need to be provision for the professional training of 
the great mass of primary teachers. 
For this purpose, let there be held a two months, normal insti-
tute in each congressional district, each year, under the control 
of thelaculty of the normal schoo!. . For example, in Michigan, 
there would be nine such normal institutes held each year. If 
the normal faculty consisted of six members, this would 'allow 
that two of the faculty should be present at each institute, most 
of the time. 
The function of these normal institutes would be three-fold; 
I . To allow the normal officers and other examiners, if others 
were thought necessary, to become thoroughly acquainted with 
all candidates for places in the primary schools, and thus to grant 
certificates which should mean something; i. c., they would be 
the examining agency. 2. They would afford a review of the 
leading studies taught in the primary schools. 3. They would 
give special professional training. 
These normal institutes might furnish three grades of instruc-
tion, requiring different qualifications for entering each, and a 
three years course (two months in each year) to complete the 
entire course. Those who had taken the first course only could be 
granted a certificate to teach in a certain grade of the prim~ry 
schools; those who had completed the first two years, a certIfi-
cate allowing them to teach in either of the first tw? grades of 
schools; and those who had completed the entire course, a gene-
ral certificate. 
While it would be impracticable to withhold certificates from 
teachers who have already established a reputation, or received a 
certificate of good grade, all new candidates for the profession 
'could be required to enter it through this door. 
We have thus briefly sketched a scheme which we have been 
revolving in our mind for years. 'We are not confident of revo-
lutionizing the established institutions of the country by it; never-
theless we throw it out for educators to think of. Indeed, the 
writer apprehends that the WEEKLY itself would not be unani-
mously in favor of such a scheme. If it is a crazy little balloon, 
some kind friend may puncture it, and the collapse wpl not be 
great. At best its lifting power may not prove so great as to 
carry our entire school system into the clouds before it can be 
caught and held in. O. 
SCHOOL ECONOMY 
II . TARDINESS 
H. B. BUCKRAM, Buffalo State Normal School. 
TARDINESS, in such schools as I have in mind in writing these papers, is to be cured by judicious management rather than by positive rules with 
severe penalties. The village or the city school may lock its doors at such 
a minute after nine o'clock, if so ordered, or it may declare a pupil's seat 
vacant after a certain number of days' tardiness, or it may require pupils to 
stay after school as long a time as they were late in coming. I do not say 
these rules should be adopted in village or city, but they might be in' some 
places, with possibly good results in some circumstances. But the country 
school cannot do this; the school cannot be very much more positive and 
rigid in its requirements than the habits of the community in other things 
warrant and sustain. The country school should, of course, like any other 
school, teach as much by ·the behaviour it requires and the good influence it 
exerts in every direction as by its lessons in geography and reading, but it 
cannot be so far ahead of the community whose children it instructs that it 
fails by its very loftiness and too great superiority to make any impression, and 
makes all at first uncomfortable and presently more or less antagonistic. The 
school should lead in all good influences, but the leader should not get out of 
sight of its follower~ . In country schools such laws as I have mentioned 
would, in very many cases, be neither right nor practicable. 
By management is not meant any concession that tardiness in the country is 
any the less tardiness than it would be in the city, and is less injurious to tho! 
individual and to the school in one place than in another; nor any surrender 
to those who might refuse to respond to honest efforts toward correcting a 
great evil; nor anything like craft or concealment of motives, or attempting 
to make children punctual· without their positive intention to be punctual. It 
is meant to persuade or induce it rather than compel it; to inquire into indi-
vidual cases rather than to meet all cases by a general rule; to work at it as 
an evil to be cured by an improved tone in the whole body rather than by 
any powerful specific or violent operation; to exalt and encourage and honor 
the virtue of punctuality rather than punish or give way to the vice of tardiness. 
In short, punctuality is to be cultivated as a habit, in the same general way with 
other good habits. Tardiness cannot be repressed by an edict; a governor's 
proclamation could not meet all its varieties or pleas; it may yield, it will in 
very many cases yield, to persevering efforts directed with judgment to indi-
vidual cases. How may it be reached and in part manag~d ? 
I . The teacher'S example may do much to cure, as it haS done much to 
cause it. The simple fact that yo,. are known to be.flt'your school-house early 
every morning is a great argument for punctuality. If parents and children 
see you passing their doors regularly from half an hour to an hour before school 
time; if those who go to school earliest report you as always there before 
them and having" all things ready" as if you made school your business; if 
those with whom you live, and your intimate friends, come to know of you 
and to say of you, "he, she, would not fail of being at school before anyone 
else is there for anything; you could'nt hire him, her, to be tardy;" all this 
wIll make an impressi~n; it will influence some; none will find fault, and 
some will commend, and a few will do likewise. If punctuality is a cardinal 
'virtue in school, you must be its constant, willing, conscientious example. 
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?ileither sleepiness in the mormng, n~r having something else to do, nor com· 
pany, nor waiting for some one, nor bad weather, nor carelessness about 
the time of starting, nor a feeling that it does not make much matter if you 
are late, should be all excuse on the part of the teacher. It will often be your 
duty to be at school" on time," notwithstanding causes which might justify 
many pupils in being tardy. I take very high ground in this matter; a tardy 
teacher is, so far, a teacher unworthy of confidence. Tardiness is " catching," 
if punctuality is not; but I think bot~ are, though not to the same degree. I 
say once again, that punctuality, persevered in, will make an impression in 
favor of punctuality. If nothing else comes of it, the teacher, when he 
exhorts and rebukes others on this subject, can do so with a clean record, and 
clln add, without boasting, that he wants his pupils to do only what they see 
him doing; be who always practices ha<; a right to preach sometimes, and will 
not find qnite so much necessity of preaching. WiII the reader allow me to 
show the result of this habit, by an illustration from my own first school? 
The dL~trict wa~ one in which the worst notions and habits about school affairs 
prevailed. To me it was simply carrying out every precept and example 
h~rd and seen at home, . to 'be early at my school-house. One very cold 
morning, just as I had started the fire, at a little before eight o' clock, two chil-
dren with their mother came into the room. The mother said, "We had to 
go away to be gone all day, and it is so cold we did not dare to leave the chilo 
dren at home to come at nine, so we brought them along. My husband said 
be knew you would be here right early, such a morning, to get the house warm 
for the scholars." Another morning, near the end of the school term, I was 
latc, through no fault of mine. The children, of course, were having a good 
lime without" the master ;" one of the older boys, not distingllished for punc· 
tuality, came up to me and said, .. \Ve never knew you late before, master, 
and we knew something had happened." 
But this punctuality must not be confined to school. School is the -teacher's 
place of business, and almost anyone would be punctual at his own business. 
School is too often not the parent's business, a!id therefore it does not matter 
to bim if his children are tardy. This is to make punctuality a matter of sel· 
fishness, not of duty. The teacher, like any other person, should respect the 
rights and convenience of others, that it may he consistent in him to ask the 
" lme for himself. A teacher who insists on pun ctuality in school, and him· 
self is tardy everywhere else, may compel obedience to his authority , but it 
will be with the protest that punctuality ;s T more necessary for school th . n 
for other places, and' that the ;.abit is not cultivated hy over.enforcement 
in one direction and habitual neglect in every olher. 
Is there need to dweU on this side of the matter ? Yes; the teacn t!rs in 
country schools must recognize the importance of their example and some of 
them-many of them-are likely to underestimate It and to set an at least im· 
perfect example. It is a wicked abuse of power to exact what one in like 
circumstances would not do ; it is a wrong principle of education to require 
repeat~d acts whicb, because they are arbitrary and in opposition to personal 
example, produce no effect beyond themselves and contribute nothing to 
character or habit except the damaging conviction that in the long process of 
school education, which a\1 are compeUed to go through , the teacher's power 
and not the pupil's good is the dominant, or rather domineering, idea. Many 
a child might say .to his teacher, "you want me to come to school punctually 
every day : t·hen why don' t yolt come to chnrch, and to~inging.school , and to 
lechlre, and to YOll r hreakfast, punctually?" 
TEXT-BOOK L EGISLATION. 
GRUMBLING is as easy ~ breathill.~ , in 'fact there scell~ ro be somc pcr-. sons who would not eIlJoy breatlllng, to say the Icast, If they could not 
grumble. But it is a noticeable fact that these chronic grumblers never alllount 
to mucb. \Vhile they lind fault with eveJ)' thing, th ey never show how am'-
thing can be improved. 
Just now there is a class of it.is-a·shamc.that-these.things.arc.so men who 
are complaining bitterly of the 'high price of school books, and arc moaning 
their Jeremiads because puhlishers do not at once lower the prices to corres· 
pond with these would·be-philosophers' ideas. 
About the only plan they propose is that the state make books for the peoplc, 
altbougn it is not quite certain why it should not as well a-:.lopt "papa government" 
throughout, and supply boots, shoes, clothing, etc., (on which there is fully as 
much margin), as well as books. 
In many states these persons periodically come to the surface with a petition 
lo the legislature that it appoint certain persons to make and publish books, or, 
it may be in the sh!!pe of some cheap aspirant for fame who has man~ged to 
get elected to the "lower house," and who offers a biII which he had 
not education enough to write but ought to have had too much sense to 
propose. 
Now these persons should know that as long as book.inaking is no patent 
process limited to a certain few, there wiII be just as much competition in 
making and selling as the profits warrant, and no more, that this competition 
has resulted in great improvement in school-books no one can doubt. In fact 
the great advancement made in matters of education to·day is due as milch to 
improved books as to any thing. 
" But the prices of books are too high in proportion to their cost." 
That depends entirely llpon what you mean. .If you say that publisher.; 
make too great a profit on their books, then we shall differ. If you mean that 
retail dealers generally make too much for handling the books or tbat certain 
things (unnecessary if they were not demanded by the people) add too much 
to the first cost, then we may agree. 
Let us consider the matter from the imide. 
Here is a book just issued. Retail price $1.50; cost of paper, printing, and 
binding fifty cents. .. What an enormous profit! An article costing .50 sel· 
ling at $1.50 P' Wait just a moment, please. In addition to the cost of paper, 
printing, and binding, there is a copyright of ten cents to the author. Theil 
we must add cost of plates, store room, clerks, ad\'ertising, postage, loss on 
sales, insurance, etc., increasing the cost at least five cents per copy. ~ow on 
ordinary sales the publisher would still have a profit of from ten to twenty-five 
cents per book. .. Where is my arithmetic? $1.50 - 65 = 25 isn't quite up 
to the times!" Why, my dear sir, publishers give from 40 per cenl. to 50 per 
cent. from retail to jobbers, thus on our S I. 50 book getting from seventy .. five 
cents to ninety cents per copy . 
.. Well , but they should lower the retail price and not give so much 
discount." 
Much easier said than done. The jobbers give about one third to retail 
dealers, thus making only about ten per cent. to cover losses and pay expenses. 
The retailer makes the"balnnce-which to him is just fifty per cent.-and the 
instant a publisher shows any signs of lowering retail prices and cutting 
discounts in proport ion, every retail dealer who handles his books, crys out as 
if it were a personal o,ffront, and from that time forth uses every effort to keep 
said pUblishers books from being adopted or used in his territory. 
Here then is the first leak, viz. ; the great profit claimed by retail dealers ; 
and those men who in our towns and cities are crying for reform in prices of 
books should see to it first of all that the dealers who supply books for the 
schools agree not to make over fifteen per cent. on such sales. 
Still further. A book is pubhshed and advertised. That is but the begin. 
ning. If the publisher sat down and waited for orders he would not sell 
enough of the best text-book ever printed to pay for the plates. There are 
few teachers and fewer school boards that would seek out the. hook, even if 
brougl:.t to their notice by circulars, examine it carefully and then use it if 
found the best. 
No. The publisher must give away the first edition and sometimes the 
second and tl}ird. Not only this, ·but in most cases he must pay the J>OStage 
or express on the books so sent for examination, for only our very bes\ teach· 
ers insist on paying the first cost of books so sent, or in fact the express even, 
and few school boards would think of adopting any text-book unless the 
publisher would supply each member with a copy free . Some boards require 
, by a rule a copy for each member before they wiII consider a book, and some· 
times two or three copies arc asked for. 
Next comes the cost of advertising. There are 'scattered over the country an 
indefinite number of school journals, each one must be patronized in order to 
keep the editor" well disposed," for we all r ecognize the power of the press. 
If we had but three or four such papers in the country, the publishers woule! 
be as desirous of" space " as they are now anxious to avoid taking it. 
Then there are scores of colleges that are now" favoring publishers " by put· 
ting advertisements in their catalogues, at from $50 to $100 a page, while 
hundreds of little academies and towns calculate upon getting enough from 
publishers, for inserting a few pages of advertisements, to pay the entire 
expense of printing their .catalogues or school reports. 
In S01/U cases it is understood that, to put it mildly, no special desire will be 
manifested, in said colleges, academies, and towns, to use the books of any 
finn not advertising. . 
But the heaviest expense has not yet been mentioned; a firm may publish the 
most excellent Reader ever issued from the press; it may give away thousands 
of copies, and pay the cost of transportation; it may send circulars to every 
, board, t~ every superintende~t, to every teacher in the country ; it may make 
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the price twenty per cent. less than any corresp?nding books, and yet not sell 
in five years so many as it gave away the first six months. Houses know this. 
They publish books to sell, therefore they add at great expense another factor in 
the problem, viz., agents . The cost of traveling' is considerably above $ I ,000,000 
per year to the different publishing houses of the United States. One promi-
nent house can be named whose agents cost it over $80,000 per pear. These 
houses know very well that books cannot be introduced to any extent without 
the work of these agents, and that the house that has the best and the most 
agents will introduce the most books. Let it be known that books would be 
introduced only on their merits, and the houses would gladly save the million 
or more per year. 
Take now these expenditures which are made necessary by the people or 
their officers, and divide P1'O rata among !he books sold, and you have prought 
the cost of the book before mentioned up quite near ,the net price to publisher, 
specially when as is true in a large number of cases, publishers are compelled, 
in order to introduce their books, to supply them free-as has been customary 
in the past-or at best to exchange for old, valueless books at less than 
one half retail, and pay all expenses of the change. 
Now the remedy for these ills ,can never be found in special legislation . 
Our school laws are already nearly tinkered to death. We believe: 
I. That school books should never be introduced in the middle of a class, 
hut always when the class begins the study. ' 
2. That the regular price should always be paid for introduction. 
3. That teachers and school ' boards should keep abreast of the publishers 
in their efforts to improve text-books. ' 
4. That the teachers and school boards should clearly understand that, to 
accept, from publishers or from their agents, books which will not be intro-
duced into the school, is placing said teachers and boards under improper 
obligations, 
5, T hat since the above is true, all teachers and school boards should return 
to publishers every book received, for examination, which IS not approved for 
introduction. 
6. That teachers and school boards should refuse to accept, from publishers 
or their agents, gifts of any miscellaneous books. 
7, That when for :my reason it may seem desirable to !,hange any text-book, 
a committee chosen for'that purpose should invite different publishers to f~r­
ward sets of books for examination, should test carefully in the school-room 
:md at home, should adopt the best and return the others. (In writing this 
we would not be understood as having auy prejudice against the agents now 
in the field. On the contrary they are genial, scholarly men, who are an 
honor to their houses, but they are a costly factor in the price of school book;;, 
and if the best books could be introduced equally well without them, so much 
would be 'saved). 
8. Towns, academies, and colleges should refrain from inserting advertise-
ments of school books in public documents of any description. 
9· These towns will be in condition to insist on a great reduction in price, 
, which will take place without waiting for a "strike," since the profit would 
be great enough to compel an active competition. B. 
COMPETITIVE STATE EXAMINATIONS. 
A. F. NIGHTINGALE, Lake View, Illinois. 
r[HE educational seeds of the Centennial Exposition are beginning to germ-
inate, and it devolves upon the husbandmen to so encourage and culti-
vate the growth, that legitimate and well-ripened fruit may he gathered for the 
sturdy nurture of the great educational system. 
Believing that every method that will insure a healthful incitement to effort 
and prompt a generous rivalry, that will tend to destroy rut-ism, and produc~ 
more critical study on the part of teachers and pupils, should be hailed with 
delight and adopted with eagerness, I attended the m~eting of the State 
Association at Champaign, primed with the determination to present a reso-
lution at the appropriate time, which should embody the idea of holding com-
petitive examinations annually among the schools of Illinois, and sending the 
manuscripts for exhibition at the Inter-State Exposition, at Chicago, and plac-
ing them under the charge of a special committee for examination and a 
report. I was pleased, however, to preserve my ammunition until after the 
excellent ,Centennial Report of Prof. White, which, to my relief and gratifica-
. tion, contained suggestions so similar, and which were so promptly acted 
upon, that-my guns were spiked. 
The committee ' appointed at the time are already beginning to carry the 
plan into execution. And, as agitation is the great law of progress, it seems 
justly in place to accept their invitation to discuss the suggestions presented by 
them in a late number of the WEEKLY , 
1. In this era of political reform, when the sounds of breaking rillgS are 
already heard, let the fiat go forth, that in this examination "ure shall be Ito 
ring ilzjlumce, (for the State Association may possibly not be free from it, bllt 
my brief acquaintance with its workings would not make it charitable for me 
to judge it by others), no favoritism, no wire-pulling, but that real merit shall 
be the basis of all awards. 
2. While I see no objections, and many advantages, (if teachers are honest); 
arising from the preparation of questions by the proper authorities of each 
competing school, in accordance with certain rules and restriction', which 
should be promulgated, yet, if it is thought best, to "avoid all appearance of 
evil," that all schools of the same grade should ' have identically the same 
questions, then it is absolutely necessary, in order to make such questions 
thoroughly imparti; l, that 110 one who /,~ any connection, direct 01' otherzviu, 
7vit/, any of the competing schools, should have any part in the preparation or 
suggestion of the questions to be used. 
3. I do not fully appreciate the reasons, in the suggestions of the co~mit ­
tee, for limiting the high school work to geometry, natural history, English 
literature, and Latin. I think I comprehend the purp'ose partially, but, if the 
object of these examinations is " to stimulate the schools to a higher degree 
of excellence in their work," then certainly a sufficient number of studjes 
should be introduced to include all the pupils of any high school. 
Why exclude algebra, (elementary or higheI'), physiology, Greek, Fren.ch, 
German, and other studies of equal importance in the minds of some? The 
answer concen'ting Greek may be, that few high schools teach it; but if there 
are two, these will make enough for competition. Algebra is certainly one 01 
the very leading studies in every high school. 
Again, what is to be the basis of the Latin examination? In almost every 
first-class high school there will be several Latin classes, embracing the Latin 
Reader, Cresar, (or 'SalIust, or Nepos), Virgil, and Cicero. It would be mani-
festly unjust to give a translation in Cresar to a class who were only studying 
Sallus!; and since, in our high schools, Virgil sometimes precedes and some-
times follows Cicero, the greatest proficiency should be expected from a class 
which had pursued the study Of Latin the longest. It seems to me, there wil1 
be a practical difficulty in the preparation of the same set or sets of Latin 
questions to meet these varying circumstances. 
Yet as Latin is one of the most important, if not an absolutely necessary 
prerequisite to a good English education, and as the study of it should be 
more and more encouraged in our secondary schools, I hope some solution of 
this question may be reached, whereby all the pupils pursuing Latin in any of 
our high schools may be enabled justly to compete. I would suggest that 
three different sets of Latin questions be prepared; the first to include Hark-
ness' Latin Reader (or an equivalent) to Syntax of Adjectives; the second to 
embrace the Reader to Ro~an History, and the first book of the }Eneid; the 
third to cover six books of the JEneid, and the four orations of Cicero against 
Catiline, with appropriate critical grammar with each; hut with such 'a system 
of equivalents, that a class may be enabled to select from authors actually 
read, passages from Cresar, Sallust or Nepos, Cicero or Virgil. 
4. I would suggest that the examination be held in connection With the 
regnlar annual examinations in the schools of the state, which usually take 
place in the latter part of June. I have written thus freely, and thus critically, 
because I am heartily ill earnest for these exa11lina~ons, and hail them as one 
of the best educational omens for good it has been tbe good fortune of our 
educators to pr011lulgate. 
I hope the columns of tbe WEEKLY will teem with suggestions concerning 
tbis excellent scheme, and that when a final decision is reached, all will be 
done in the spirit of honorable fairness, impartial criticism, and a desire to 
promote the true ends of thorough scholarship. 
One of the West Side schools boasts' a teacher who is a most sarcastic man 
and delights in bulldozing his scholars. The latter decided recently that for: 
bearance was no longer a virtue, and put up a job on him. To each scholar 
was assigned a pet phrase of the teacher's, and armed with this they waited 
battle, secure in the justice of their canse. The first avenger was asked why 
he hadn't learned his geography lesson. "Please, sir," he replied respect-
f~lly, .. I forg~t w~ had geography to-d~y,. and I will b~ forgetting to eat my 
dmner next thmg. The next gave a Similar reply, addmg with a bitter sneer 
that re would forget his 0\V11 name next; the third declared that he might 
snortly be expected to fail to remember he pad a head and so on. And that 
teacher was so much pleased with their innocent str~tagem that he took a 
~olemn oa~ to get up a lob~y and have capital punishment made compulsory 
III the pubhc schools, even If he was to be shot for it.- Chicago Tribune. 
• 
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Musical Department. 
Editor, W. L. SlItITH, East Saginaw, Michigan . 
[M",lcal oxcban,es, books for notice. correspondence, queries, etc. touching upon musical 
,opla, should be sent to the editor of tnis depar.ment.l 
VOCAL MUSIC IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
THE importance of vocal music as a branch of education has been quite generally acknowledged by educators. and without going into extended 
argumentin its favor, we shall only present a statement of some of the more 
important reasons why it should be taught in public schools: 
I . The influence which music has always exerted over the soul of man, and 
ils consequent almpst universal use, give it a prominence as a· branch of edu-
cation, whic~ dtmands'more general attention. . 
2. If the knowledge of it ever becomes general, its study must be com 
menced in childhood, before the organs of hearing and vocalization become 
so fixed that musical sounds can neither be produced nor appreciated. 
3. In a sanitary view, singing is one of the best promoters of health. 
4. Its good influence upon the morals and deportment of the young is incal-
culable. . 
S. The mental discipline required in learning the science gives it as high a 
position as any other study. 
6. Music as Il means of 110&01 cullurt is unequaled, and greatly aids in mak-
ing good rellders Ilnd speakers. 
7. In the light of economy, the cost for tuition to the parent, in the way of 
private instruction, would be greatly lessened by having music taught in the 
public schools; while those who, from poverty, would otherwise never receive 
any musical training, would be greatly benefited. 
If, then, it is desirable to have music more generally taught, as a science, in 
our schools, it will be necessary to consider the question 
WHO SHALL TEACH IT? 
In cities and towns where special teachers are employed, but little difficulty 
will he found in arranging the mode of instruction; hilt in the vast majority 
of schools, no special teachers are employed, and consequently it remains for 
the regular teachers to perform all the work that may be done in this depart. 
ment. In this connection, the question will naturally arise in , the minds of 
many, how it is, possible for the ordinary school teachers to impart musical 
instruction, since so many know nothing of the science, being unable to sing. 
Perhaps the best answer is the simple statement that all such as have earnestly 
and perseveringly attempted the work have succeeded, and succeeded well. 
Teachers are accustomed to habits of study and investigation; ,and if they 
will make use of any of the valuable text-books that have been prepared for 
their special benefit, they need not find any difficulty in learning the princi-
ples of musical science, so as to be able to teach the same to their pupils. If 
a teacher: is unable to sing, undoubtedly there may be found some pupils in 
the school, or a friend, who can and will gladly assist until the entire school 
can sing the scale correctly. When this has been accomplished, the teach~r's 
work will consist in giving instructions in the elements, and seeing that proper 
practice is given by the school in exercises and songs. In connection 
with this, we copy the following from the report of the Music Committee of 
the Boston Public Schools: "An 'aptness to teach only is necessary, and any 
person who is fitted in o~her respects to hold ,the responsible position as a 
teacher in a public school has the ability, we contend, to learn in a very short 
time 'how to teach the elements of music, as well as the other studies required 
in our common schools. Nor is it necessary that the teacher should be ahle 
to sing, in order to be successful in this branch of study, though, of course, it 
is an aid." Hundreds of instances might be cited to show the success of 
teachers, who, at one time, thought it impossible for them to do anything in 
the matter, but who have SlJlce earuestly taken hold of it; but it is certainly 
unnecessary, as we hope that every faithful teacher, who seeks to render to 
those whose education is intrusted to him the greatest amount of good, will 
make the experiment, and ascertain for himself whether or not we are correct. 
In the interest, and, we trust, for the benefit of all such teachers, we under-
lake to conduct the Musical Department of THE EDUCATIONAL 'VEEKLY, and 
to each one we extend a cordial invitation to communicate with us upon all 
points connected with giving instruction in vocal music in public schools. 
_ At.' feStival, consisting of two concertS and a matinit, will be given at the 
l'llbernacle; Chicago, some ' time in June next, under the auspices, of the 
Apollo Club, of that city, 
Practical Hints and Exercises. 
Editor, Mrs. KATE B. FORD, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
POLITics. 
[ Espuially mitd to tlu pnsUlt lim ... ] 
BILL More and I, in days gone by. Were friends the long year through, 
Save when, above the melting suow, 
Wild March his trumpet ble\v. 
Outspoken foes, we then arose; 
Each chose a different way ; 
For March, to our New Hampsbire bills, 
Brings back town-meeting days, 
Its gingerbread and oranges, 
Alike on Bill and me, 
That day bestowed, but only Olle 
Could share its victory. 
For what was victory? We had 
OppOsing views of that, 
For Billy was an old line Whig, 
And I a Democrat. 
' iDe tide of po\itics ran high 
Among the village boys, 
And those were truest patriots 
Who made the greatest noise. 
And who could higher toss his cap, 
Or louder shout than I ? 
Till all the mountain echoes learnt 
My party battle-cry ! 
One time,-it was election morn,-
Beside the tqwn-house door, 
Among a troop of cheering boys, 
I came on Billy More. 
.. Cheer on!" I called; "I would nOL give 
For your hurrahs a fig; 
But say, what do tbe Whigs believe? 
Speak Billy! you're a Whig." 
And Bill said, .. I don't know or care; 
You needn' t ask me that; 
You'd better tell me if you can, 
Why you' re a Democrat." 
And I commenced, in bold disdain,-
"What? tell you, if·} can? 
I? Why, my father 's candidate 
For second selectman. 
.. And he knows-I know-he knows;-he-
I think-I feel-I-I-
T-I-I am a Democrat,-
And that's the reason why." 
.. Ha! hal" the mocking shout that rose,-
I seem to bear it now; 
And feel the hot tmultuous blood 
That crimsoned cheek and brow! 
I might have spared my blushes then, 
1 should have kept my shame 
For flint, grown men, who figh,t to-day 
For just a party name! 
This side or that, .they cast their votes, 
And pledge their faith, and wby? _ 
Go ask, and you will find them wise 
As Billy More and I ! 
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UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW . YORK. 
3.d PRELIMINARY ACADEMIC EXAMINATION. MARCH",., ,8n-
GBOGRAPII\'. 
30 CORRECT ANSWERS REQUIRED. 
I. If a line be drawn on the map of the world. from Greenland to the 
Cape of Good Hope. what ocean will it cross? 2 . From Alaska to ·Cape Hom? 
3. Form Africa to Australia? 
4. How many degrees is the Tropic of Capricorn from the North Polar 
circle? 
5. What mountain range is the water·shed between the western tributaries 
of the Mississippi and the rivers which empty into the Paci/ic? 
6. What city on an island in the St. Lawrence opposite the mouth of the 
Ottawa river? 
7- 10. What states ar" drained in part by the Connecticut river? 
I I. Near what paraHel of latitude is Philadelphia? 
12. \¥bat parallel forms part ~f the S. boundary of New York? 
13-18. Mention six states and territories directly between St. Louis and 
Sa~ Franci~co. 
" 19. Where is the Sierra Nevada range? 
20. ''''bat city near the mouth of the Mississippi? 
21. 22. What peninsula~ indent the Mexican Gulf? 
23. What sea east of Central America? 
24. What isthmus between Mexico and Central America? 
25. 26. Mention two countries of South America that are crossed by the 
equa.tor? 
27. What republic has Enrope? 
28. What large peninsula between the Baltic sea alld the Atlantic? 29. 
Between the North sea and the Baltic? 
30. " 'hat mountain chain traverses Italy? 
31. On what river of Italy is Rome situnted? 
32. What country lies east of the Red sea? 
33. What country north of the Chinese empire? 
34. In which one of the 5 zon"s is most of Asia? 
35. '¥bat large gulf indents the west o!oast of Africa? 
36. What large island belongs .to Africa? 
37. In what direction from Persia is Australia ? 
38. 39. In which two zones is Australia? 
40. To what government does Australia belong? 
MORAL SUASION AND LOVE. 
"AM lSTAK~N notion oflovesometimes indnces a form of caresses and a show 
.J of affectIOn not prompted by the heart, and only worthy of being de· 
spised. We have personally known teachers who were seized with an indis-
criminate. overwhelming affection. at the very moment of their entrance into a 
school, who scattered in lavish profusion the most endearing adjectives. and 
who closed every day by sending each young hopeful home to his mother with 
a parting kiss. . 
A certain jolly member of the board of education once visited such a school. 
Four o'clock came, and the boys and girls stood up in marching order. The 
school-mistress took her station at the door. and, one by one. the departing 
urchins received a loving embrace. The afore-mentioned" member." to use 
his own words. in the excitement of the moment. forgot himself. and. thinking 
he was a boy again, joj,ud Ihe proassio1t. 
.. SIDE SHOWS." 
MARY P. COLBURN. Boston. 
HOW call H sid~ sh.ows" apply to our business as educators? \Ve are not dealing with menageries, albeit there is so much of the attimalto come 
under our vigilant supen·ision and c areful training. We are not at liberty. as 
true and honest workers. to burnish up little latent talent in one direction, 
simply for a~ exhibition or a show-off. and, of course. are not to neglect any-
thing. How. then. can such a term come within the scope of our labors? 
Let's see. 
_ Connected with a traveling circus. was .a little girl of about ten years of age; 
lively. and lovely, and sprightly, she speedilY.became a favorite with the ladies 
of the hotel. where they rested for their too brief period of recreation and 
repose. 
It was the little Adile's province to ride, feurlessly and boldly. one of the 
swiftest horses. Daily pmc'ic ~ had made her very expert. and admiring crowdli 
watched her nightly. • I 
At the hotel. was a certain lady with whom the child fell in love. so to 
speak. and she lost no opportunity of being with her. In her ·childish. impetu-
ous way. she poured all her confidences into her matronly friend's ear and 
of course. among other things, her companions were fully discussed.' One of 
them was slightly deformed. and on being asked what Bettine was likely to 
become as time went on. the little thing,- with a very decided ' air of mature 
philosophy. said in a musing way-
" 0, poor Bettine! I don't think she will ever be much of anything.--
slu will O1lly do for a sid~ skow /" 
There is a world of meaning in these few words. Only a side show I Do no! 
many of us, as teachers. suffer from some deformity which will keep us cont;inually _ 
on the side track? Are we all up to the mark of taking rank in the vangua,J"ji 
of our noble profession? Now. if we are not. may we not become so? " A'if! 
th,ere not means within our reach which will go far toward helping us to su~~ 
a devoutly to be desired consummation? . 
Most assuredly. friends. No cause can ever be at a stand-still; advanfe or 
retrograde is the law of everything. It is not t~ac"ing to keep forever in :tlJe 
same ruts-never looking ahead or to either hand for new method~ and im-
pulses. . 
There is no surer, or better defined way toward marked improvement, t~.~n 
to become familiar with the thoughts of others who. though they may; be 
neither great nor distingUished. have yet unearthed some new idea of value'to 
you and to me. We can appropriate these. if we only will; there is no law of 
Mede or Persian against such doing, and it is not stealing. . 
The many excellent" educational journals" of the present day are fUI.I. of 
valuable suggestions and brave ideas, whose worth is as much beyond gold. as 
brains are beyond metal; and we can frame no plausible excuse for not 
informing ourselves through these legitimate channels. ' . 
Depend upon it. we 1IIust do just this very thing; upon our tables, and in 
our hands. too. must be found these practical helps.-or we must, in this· 
march of improvement. run the risk of the inevitable /iat-
"0. she will never be much of anything. she will only do for a sM, 
ShOW.!" 
Al)PEALS. 
I WONDER if young teachers know how much influence they loose every tim~ they appeal to a higher power. When a person asks another to do fur 
her"what she ought to do for herself. people are apt to think her either indo· 
lent or inefficient. usually the latter. and children think and decide about 
these things as readily as those who are older. Before a superior should be 
calleil. I would exhaust all tile ingenuity I possessed. all the advice of the 
wiser and· more experienced. and all the methods suggested in the 'professional 
books and magagines at hand. 
A teaclfer who meets, and in a determined way. grapples with every diffi· 
culty, is soon recognized as the" ruling power of the realm." and her, wishes 
will no longer be questioned. As a general rule. tro~blesome cases nmi nol 
lu d~dd~d at O"CI!. It will be better for all concerned if a little time be taken 
for thought. Occasi~nally an ambitious young girl will carry this pr1nciple 
too far, and try to conquer by physical force pupils larger and stronger than 
herself. Such an endeavor may end in the teacher's victory. it will be more 
apt to be concluded by a most disastrous defeat. \Ve are all coming to believe 
in the H still small voice" rather than the earthquake or whirlwind. The 
subtle, persuasive force there is in self possession. "gentle and firm," comes 
as often from the weaker as the " sterner sex." \Ve o~ce heard of a man--n 
teacher-who had little faith in the work of women. who thought. in facf. 
that women never ought to teach beyond the first fe"';: primary grades. His 
reasons were given as follows: "Women cannot teach for three reasons; 
first. tk~ Itav~ 1Iot tk~ kriglzt.".....:here he straightened up his manly form , in an 
impressive manner, for he stood six feet two inches in his boots." Second. 
tke), kave 1Iollltt! strmgth" -and he clenched his strong right hand and shook 
defiance to an imaginary foe. H A"d Iltird. tkry "av~ ,tnt Ilu voic~J' The 
deep bass on the last few words made the argument, for the time. unanswer· 
able, and it only remained to be shown by his practice that his theory w~ nllt 
one of. the wisest in the world. 
A Columbia professor. reproving a youth for the exercise of his fis~ saia,,: 
" Wc./ig!Jt with our heads here." The youth reflected. and replied tlilit~tti~ 
\Yasntt' cO~ld.er.~<,l f~r, at, his lnst sch091. ' .' \ ":. • 
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Correspondence, 
TARDINESS. 
To THE ' EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
IN THE EriUCATIONAL WEEKLY for March 1st, under the title of H School Economy," H . B. Buckham, of Bu/ralo, N. Y., advances ideas about tar-diness, which are not responded to by the teachers of this place. While it is 
true that tardiness is chronic in almost all schools, it is not true that it exists 
as a mussary evil. Must we work without expecting a reward? Does the 
husbandman plant and cultivate with the expectation of reaping only part of a 
crop? Mr. Buckham says: H As a fact it (tardiness) exists in your school 
:lnd you would like to get rid of it altogether. f. * * * But be assured, 
in the first place, that It will never be. Strive for it, and persevere in the 
struggle, but do not anticipate complete success. * * * Teachers, at 
their institutes and associations, are VNjI oft~11 tardy tk~lIlse/vu. *' * * 
Your children have something to do besides coming to school." 
Are teachers to hold up such ideas to the youth of our land? If so, good-
bye to education. Now what are the facts? First, There are schools where 
tardiness is wholly unknown in some of the department~. The Principal of 
tbe public schools of St. Charles, Minnesota, in his report to the State Super-
intendent, says: H.In the high school classes there was no case of tardiness 
during the year." . 
Up to the present date there has been 110 case in the high school depart-
ment of our school during this school year; and, though the year is not 
ended, still wo do not preach anything but punctuality. Should one of the 
teachers say as much to favor tardiness a~ is. quoted above, the children would 
point their fingers at that teacher. Some teachers do come late th~lIlse/vts, but 
such are unfit to I~ach . They may keep school in order to get tbe paltry 
salary. 
Again, let the teacher tell his pupils that there are other things to be at-
tended to before coming to school, and tardiness will be the inevitable result. 
Teach pupils that on~ thing at a tim~ aluilhat w~" don~ is all mortal can do. 
H there are excuses for tardiness, certainly they can be found out on the Min-
nesota prairies. Attendance is not second to punctuality. A teacher must take 
an interest in every pupil, aiding and guiding his youthful steps in the proper 
channel, for success in life. The boy who is taught that to be late at scbool 
is a disgrace, will carry the idea with him through life; the girl who will 
take the shovel in hand to dig out a path from the house to the road, in order 
to get to school, has a true love for the school. This has been done .and can 
be done again. 
To persevere without expecting success is quite an impossibility. The 
imp~tus to perseverance is th~ hop~ of succus in the end; take this hope away 
and perseverance is at an end. Yours Tmly, SAM'L. F. CAI.E. 
SA-UK CENTRE, Minn., March 10, 1877. 
THE N. Y. NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
. To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
THE WEEKLY, in its editorial columns, repeats a statement which is cur-. rent in this state and which is doing the normal schools great injury, 
although it is incorrect. It is that of 6,348 students in atte~dance at these 
schools 3,393 are academic students, th.at is, students not preparing to teach. 
To each of the eight schools in the state is attached a model, 0, practice 
school. This is deemed an essential part of the normal school, as it affords 
the only opportun.i.ty of teaching under the inspection of those who have been 
instructed in theories and methods. The teaching in these schools is largely, 
in some cases wholly, done by pupil-teachers from the normal school, but 
under the constant supervision and criticism of ei~her permanent teachers' in 
charge of the several rooms, or of critics employed by the normal schools, ?r 
of both. The arrangements for sllstaining these schools of practice varies In 
different places, in some the whole expense being borne hy the normal 
school, and in others almost entirely by the city or village, and in others 
heing divided between the two, as both are benefited by it. It is by count-
ing all the children in these schools that our opponents here prove that more 
thaI) half ~he students reported as in attendance at normal schools are nol 
normal students. . 
But there are academic departments in connection with .these schools, 
which many object to, and which all the principals would be glad to be re-
lieved of by a statute abolishing them. The normal schools were, with two 
or three exceptions, successors and heirs of academies; the buildines and 
their equipments were furnished by the village or county in which they are 
located, and were deeded to the state, with the understanding or proviso that 
academic instruction should still be maintained in them for the benefit of 
those within the corporations in which the money for huildings etc. Was 
raised, who might not wi~h to prepare for teaching, and this in some cases 
without and in others with the payment of tuition. One or two of the schools 
which did not succeed academies have been allowed to receive students in the 
same way. But in six of these schools the number of such students has been 
very small; in no case do they in any sense H overshadow the normal SChool·" 
in all. the authorities would be glad, as I have said, to be relieve. of the~. 
I cannot give the exact aggregate of these students-in my own school for the 
past year ·the average was only nine-hut they form but a very small part of 
tb~ number of academic students with which the schools are charged. TQ 
. the extent of these departments, our normal schools are open to just criticism' 
the- pra'ctical difficulty in the way of getting rid I)f these appendages lies i~ 
the circumstances under which the state came into possession of its normal 
school property. Yours very truly, 
H. B. BUCK HAM. 
NORMAL SCHOOL, BUFFALO, N. Y., March 10, 1877. 
THE EDUCATION OF SCHOOL BUARDS. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
OUR boards of education certainly need educating. Why does not some-body start an association of school directors? Wby should not they 
meet and discuss the wants of their schools, and consider ways and means to 
make them more successful? 
Our school systems, or more properly our school cllstoms, need many re-
forms, and prominent among these is a change in the character of boards of 
control. In the country, and in OUT smaller cities and towns, these ministers 
of public· education are in the majority of cases utterly unfit for the position 
they hold. They are men .of limited education in the first place, unacquainted 
with the necessities or requirements of our system, and incompetent even to 
judge of the1Jarticular fitness of a teacher for a school under their own con-
trol. 
.It is a legitimate argumeut that the men who pay the taxes should have a 
voice in their application. Hence men influential on account of wealth will 
always be elected to these positions. Others will be elected from political 
motives; others because they seem to be the best material at hand; and a 
few chronic office seekers will find their way into this as into all other de-
partments of the public service. The boards are a~ they are, and will not be 
different till public enlightenment shall make a different public sentiment. So 
the question arises how can we make them more efficient, constructed as they 
are? 
The teachers are very fast becoming the really controlling power in educa-
tional affairs; and it rests with them to change very materially the character 
and motives of action of their respective boards. You have these to educate 
as well as the children. This is to be done by discussing with them changes 
and better methods, and giving them an insight, however faint, into the phi-
losophy of education. 
There is not much probability that any meetings or associations for them 
especially will be organized very soon. But what should be done, and what 
would perhaps be the most advantageous thing we could do, is for every 
teacher, or superintendent and principal particularly, to induce members of 
his board to attend the teachers' institutes. A day or two at one of these pro-
fessional gatherings would give an ordinary school officer more knowledge of 
school business and educational spirit than he ever imagined before. It could 
not fail to give him a little inspiration, and it might begin a revolution in his 
ideas that lVould work wonders in the provisions for your school. 
I am not finding fault with the average intelligence of our boards of educa-
tion as men of the world, but with their meagre qualifications for such posi-
tions. Since our educational work comes up before us now as the most im-
portant of all our interests,-nay more, as the preserver and protector of all 
of them, we need to see that it is administered by the most capable hands. 
Let us urge upon the school boards everywhere the importance of a better 
understanding of actual school work, of an interchange of ideas; and we 
might add, that even school journals would not hurt them. OHIO. 
GENDER: WHAT IS IT? OR, HE, SHE, AND IT . 
To THE ~DlTOR OF THE WEEKJ.Y : 
GENDER is not sex; - and yet it is derived from sex but often remotely. . Gen?er is ~ gra~lmatical property, and belongs s~lely to the naflU, 
while sex IS phYSIOlOgIcal, and belongs to the organic structure. There are 
but two sexes; but there must be three genders, and there may be five. 
Among pronouns Hhe " is distinctively and always masculine; H she" is always 
feminine; and Hit" is always neuter,-even when used, as it often is used 
in place of the name of an animal. H He," then, must he used to represent 
the name of a 1IJa'~; H she," to represent the name of a female ; and H it" to 
represent the name of any inanimate object. 
Now when our fancy endows an inanimate thing with life, and we wish to 
speak of it as a thinking and self-acting being, is there in our language any 
law of sexification as well as personification? any law which may determine 
whether ke or she is to be used to represent this fancy-created personality? 
There certaiply is. Yet our gr!jmmars seem 110t to have seen it. 
Sex al!d gender are not identical. The two terms are never interchangea-
ble; and yet this law for the sexification of inanimate things goes much deeper 
into the physiology of sex tha~ text-books have ever told us, and deeper per-
haps than it would be expedient to go in a text-book for a promiscuous school. 
Thus the sun, when personified, is made a male, and hi~ name is therefore 
masculine, because he emits an in-created or original light. But the moon is 
made af~male, and her name feminine, hecause she first receives her light 
ab ~xtra, and then sends it forth. 
Just so a skip sends forth her cargo after carrying it for a season in that ca-
pacious womb called her hold. Hence sltip, personified, is always made a 
female. And then her name is of course feminine, even when it is borrow.ed 
from a man; as, The George Washington, man -of-war, was launched yester-
day. Sh~ will receive her armament to-day. .' 
So it is with a gun and with everything else that contains and emits for ' 
any final use what had previously been committed for a time to ItS gestati9n. 
and keeping. Thus even a H cart" or a H kettle," if personified at all, must 
be· made a female, and its name become feminine. So' a clock or a watch, 
though it gives birth to nothing but the abstract measurements of time, yet, 
holding within its case the hidden and a6-~xtra-received machinery that 
.-
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Il'leasures off its hours for mali, is so much ill analogy with the one sex th.,. t 
we naturally and instinctively make it a female. 
Thus the analogy of real sex unconsciously determines the grammatical 
gend~r of all personi6ed neuter nouns. Even a "boot" or a " kite," if per· 
sonified at all, ought rather to be made a female than a male. 
Epicene nouns, that is, nouns distinctive of animals but not 01 sex, such as 
shup, hog, snake, 7oorm,jlea, are all neuter (not common). :Vou always use 
the neuter pronoun it to refer to one of them. Parent, cotUitl, etc. are nouns 
of the common gender. You can't use it as a pronoun to refer to one of them, 
hllr mllst lise he or she. YOII can't say, My lastparmtlived to a great age, but 
il died yesterday. You must say he, ifyolfmeanyour father, and she if you 
mean YOllr mother. Bllt of an epicene nOlln YOIl wOllld say it, and not he or 
silt!. I may indeed, say, The old black sheep, I fear, has lost her lambs, for 
slu is bleating mournfully. Bllt here, while I use the epicene word, slteep, 1 
mean the sex·word, ewe. . 
Thlls sheep is nellter geuder. And it ought always to be so parsed, IInless, 
indeed, we make a fifth gender, and call it epicene or doubtful. E70e is 
feminine and ram is masculine, but shup is neuter. 
Gender, then, is simply that property in a noun which requires he, site, or it 
as a representive pronouu. Nothing more. In other words, any noun is mas· 
cllline which requires he as its pronoun; but feminine, if it requires or admits 
she as its pronoun; and ncuter if it requires or admits it, whatever may be 
Ihe sex or want of sex in the thing named. So in Latin, gladius, a sword, is 
ma;;culine, (just as ma.,culine as taurus, a bnll), andfaba, a bean,is feminille, 
(just as femllline a.~ vacw, a cow), but without any regard whatever to sex. 
M. M. CAMPBELL, 
BLOOMINGTON, IND., March 13, 1877. SLIp!' Monroe Co., Ind. 
AN EXPLANATION . ILLUMINATED. 
To Tilt: EDITOR OF TI'W VVEEKLY: 
r[HE explanation of "an old puzzle" in NO.9 of the WEEKLY is hardly 
up to the requirements of the ca.~e. 
The" suggestion" of" a pupil" may do for tyros but not for older heads. 
I myself doubt that "0" believes the explanation valid. Let me try and 
then possibly some other expounder will IIndertake to put a head.(light) on 
me. Let x=y, then x'= xy; subtract yO from both members and you have 
x. _ y·= .... y _ y2. So far the whole thing is sound, but the next result is 
absurd si~ply bec~use he divided by x -y, wh!ch, under the hypothesis, equals 
zero, that IS, nothwg. Factor the above equatton and it becomes (x+y)(x -y) 
=y (x-).). Now you may multiply either member of this equation by any 
number whatever and cannot disturb its equality. The mystery is all owing 
lo.the pre~ence of the factor that becomes 1tothi1tg under the particular hypoth. 
eSIS. It IS absurd to sllppose that x' _yo. is n?t the product of .x+y into 
x - y for any values whatever. It would IIlvahdate and disrupt nearly all 
al"ehraicanaly~ is . Write the equah01) thus : ~= +Y which is ~ - .!-
,., :t"-y .x y' 0 - 2 
at bottom, and is not absurd at all. To show this up more fully take x2=y. 
then _~'=xy2, a~ld x 9 +)," =_-';1,2+),". Divide by x+yand x l":''')'+y2=y< 
and .1'2=:<:>:, ana x =),. Agalll take X2 =)'2 and x' =x)'2, and xS_Y"=X)'2 
_),s. DIVIde by x -yand x 2+ X)'+y2=y2, and X!= - X)" and x= _ yo 
Both results are true, but when the divisor is x+)" x-)'=o, and when the 
divisor is x-y, -,,+y=o. Proof: x 2 =y" thenx2 -y2=oandx+y= _0_ =0 
x-y 
the divisor being finite; and .... - y = +0 = 0 the divisor being finite· that x )' , 
is to say, that, given (x+y) (x-y) =0, the hypothesis that either is finite 
necessarily renders the other 1I0thillg. But this encroaches upon the whole 
question of" Zero, or Nothi1t,!( in Algebra," which 1 have already promised to 
discuss at some future time. S. S. ROCKWOOD. 
T o THE EDITOR OF THE \\'EEKLY: 
In the" Old Puzzle," gtven by "0 " in the WEEKLY of March 1st, is not 
the" fallacy " simply in the fact of assuming that (x+y) is the quotient arising 
from dividing by 0 or (x+y)? The true quotient from dividing (XI_y2) by 
(x -y) (0), is infinity, and not (x+v), as assumed above. (x+y) would be 
the true quotient in any case save where x=y. \\T. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE W EEK1.Y: 
In your issue of March 1st, I find on page 104 .. An old l'uzzle, with au 
explanation sugge.s!ed." In tbat explanation, it ·is claimcd th~t the fallacy 
arISes from assum111g that (".+y) (x-y) = x' - y. for the partIcular relation 
x = y. Are we to accept this statement as a satisfactory solution of the difficul-
ties? And if so will we not be compelled to limit the theorem in our Algebras, 
which declares that the product of the sum and difference of two quantities is 
equal to the difference of their squares, to cases where the quantities are 
uneqnal? 
Is not the fallacy to be found in declaring the two quotients equal? We 
have 'x' - y2 = x. - "J'. Dividing by X - Y we have, for the value x =y, 
.~ = %; two symbols of indetermination, certainly we are not warranted in 
declaring the two results of this division equal, since each is indeterminate. 
__________ Very Truly M. 
To THE EDITOR OF nn; WEEKLY: 
I have been reading the WEEKLY very carefully for some time, and have 
seen a great deal on "graded schools;" but on the subject of" district school.s" 
but little has been said. And since the majority of us are only" country teach· 
ers," we would like to see something that would hit our case. 
What troubles us most, art: the largest and most advanced scholars. There 
are always from six to a dozen of them in every school. Some are quite studious; 
but the majority only come to kill time, and seem to take no interest in any· 
thing. They almost always study arithmetic; sometimes, but not always, read 
and spell; and in their recitations they are usually the poorest in the class. I 
never could get them to try any more branches, nor to take any interest in the 
branches they did study. 
When I commenced my first school, I thought I could make my scholars 
so thorough in arithmetic that they never need go over it again; but my 
theories would not work. . . 
I would like to have one who h as had long experience in mixed schools 
write something on the subject. S. B. SKINNER. 
WALNUT GROVE, February 25, 1877. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEK1.Y: 
Austria boasts of a monopoly in text·book manufacture, similar to the one 
with which some of our legislators seem anxious to bless us, and there, too, it 
is maintained that the institution saves the consumers money. A carefully pre' 
pared table, ta~ing into account the number and size of pages, the quality 
of the paper, 'of type and hinding, lately puhlished, tells a very different 
story. 
Among the different readers and series of readers, compared with the impe-
rial article, only three are more expensive, exceeding the cost of the lauer by 
respectively 9Yz , 15 t.(, and 21 per cent.; the remaiiing seven are nil cheaper 
hy, respectively, 5~, 20, 31 ~, 34, 35t.(, 45, and 55 per cent. 
It is necessary to add that the books compared are the best and most popu· 
lar of the kind. 
:For those among our legislators who have learned the art of profiting by. 
the experience of others, this notice may be of valne. 
Yours, W. N. HAlLMAN. 
MILWAUKEE, March 1_0~,_1~8~7~7:..:. ________ _ 
To· THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY : 
I find the spelling " era.~able " in Worcester's Academic, and in Webster's 
Primary, Common School, University, and old Unabridged dictionaries, but 
"erasible" iii We'bster's new Unabridged. Is the latter form a misprint? 
The last number of the WEEKLY is brimful of helpful articles. 
Truly yours, BENj. F. KNERR, 
Principal of Public Scho01s. 
SCHUYLKILL HAVEN, Pennsylvania, Fe~ruary 27, 1877. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
In an article entitled" Every Day Astronomy," found on page 77 of the 
WEEKLY, I promised, on receiving a response from Springfield, to indicate to 
you the ratio existing between the correct and the incorrect answers given by 
the candidates for state certificate to the question discussed in the article above 
mentioned. . 
A note from Colonel Gray indicates that, of thirty·two candidates, 
len answered in favor of the Latitude, 1.i1tetem in favor of the Longitude,. and 
Ihree in favor of both Longitude a1ld Latitude. I presume these thirty·two 
were the successful candidates. It is seen that less than one-third were cor· 
recto I mention these facts by no means as a reflection upon the cnndidates; 
for the successful ones did 7Oe/l. I have called attention to the subject as a 
matter of interest and of practical utility. Most respectfully 
L. F. M. E. 
CARTHAGE, lIIinois, March 13, 1877. 
The following pomts either to a case of heterophemy or an inexcusable 
blunder on the part of proof· reader. Prof. Allen's chirography may have 
thrown a halo of uncertainty around those two words, so that we will all share 
a part of the responsibility for the error. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
Could I have made nonsense of my argument by writing, "Anything that 
tends to ,·educe the distance between the scholar and the man of letters I think 
scholars should scmpulously avoid ," (\VEEKLY;March 15th). I suppose I 
did, and that my readers were kind enough to see that I meant wt"dm. Also, 
that the more lellrned of them spell the name of the editor of Livy, Weissm· 
. bom. J. H. AI.LEN. 
CAMBRIDGE, i\'larch 19~,:....-18:.!7:.!7...:... ___ -,-___ _ 
Liberty is conceived in two ways ; by some as a release from regard for the 
rights of others, and for the observance of law; by others as the absence.of 
whatever trammels the rightful development of individuality or the promotion 
of individual \velfare. The first leads to oppression and despotism, and is 
frequently expected nnd claimed oy foreigners in this country who were un· 
willing to brook the rightful restraints of law in their native country, the 
second finds its main impediments in religious. fanaticism, (not in enlightened 
morals) , in senseless fashions (not in adaptation to reasonable behests of pro· 
priety), and generally in .attempts unconditionally to bind down to the views 
and examples of others. F. C. BESSLER. 
That sombre, black-coated man., the terror of all the boys in the -:i11age, he, 
whom the little girls regnrded as they did the ogres in fairy tales, before whom 
lhe children ran, exclaiming in whispered voices, "the maystl!.Y'S co",ing," to 
whom on the street the head was uncovered or " courtesy" performed, whese 
appearance at any socia~ gathering was like the coming of Banquo's ghost at 
the banquet, whose owhsh style and forced and affected dignity was thought 
to be the proper thing for the pedagogue in society-this man is dead, and· if 
you and I would modify opinion we must show by our lives and conversation 
that the corpse is buried and the funeral rites ended. The schoolmasfer and 
the threshing machine are no .longer synonymous terms. AARON @ovi.;. 
/ 
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EDUCATIONAL INTELLIGENCE. 
Editor, HENRY A. FORD, Kalamazoo, Michigan. 
Home. 
~ENERAL.-The highest percentage of illiterates in the South is in South Carolina, were it mounts up to 57.64. The lowest is in Maryland, were it is 23.55. In Alabama it is 54.19;, in Georgia, 56.06; Mississippi, 
53.91; Louisiana, 52.46; Florida, 54.76. The average percentage for four· 
teen of the Southern States is 45.27. 
ARIZONA.-The educational statistics of this far·off and not very highly 
civilized Territory are interesting, to say the least. Last year it spent for 
school purposes $28,744.44, and the receipts were $31,448.84. The t~tal 
value of the Territory's school property is $42,230. The school populatIOn 
amounts to 2,955; 1,213 of this number attended school last year. Of the 
total number, 1,474 can read and write. The Territory has about 10,000 in· 
habitants. 
'CONNECTICUT.-About fifteen per cent of the Triniry College students are 
candidates for the degree.of Bachelor Science, or are taking a special course 
of study, leaving eighty.five per cent. in the full classical course. Spanish, 
Hebrew, and Sankrit are among the elective studies. 
GEORGIA.-The school attendance in this state during the past year has 
been: Whites, 121,418 ; colored, 57,987. The entire school population of 
the state is 394,037. ' The cost per pupil on the number in actual attendance 
was $2.53. Local taxation raised for school purposes, $142,727.63; this 
added to the state fund of $291,319 gives a total of $434,046.63 expendedJor 
public schools in 1876. This would be $3.77 for each pupil in actual attend· 
ance. The Peabody fund distnbuted in this state in 1877 amounts to $8,500. 
~ince the war nearly every female college is in a languishing condition, and 
does not approach to its former prosperity. Many flourishing male schools 
also have been closed. The members of the Legislature have the right of 
appointing 219 free students to the State University, yet not more than on'e· 
fourth of that number can be induced to attend. The cause of this is the pov. 
erty of the people. 
NEW YORK.-The annual meeting of the New York State Association of 
~chool Commissioners and City Superintendents will be held in Albany, March 
28th, 29th, and 30th. The opening exercises will be held Wednesday even· 
ing, March 28, at 7:30 P. M. There will be three sessions daily. Ample 
time will be given for the discussion of each paper and report. 
Wdnuday Evmi1lg, March 28th. 
Address of Welcome, by Charles P. Easton, President Board of Education, 
Albany.; , Annual Address of the President, Superintendent A. McMillan, A. 
M.; . Address--A Vindication of the Common School and Normal School 
Systems, as they exist in the State of Ne~v York. Principal J. H. Hoose, 
Ph. D.; Miscellaneous Business. 
TllUrsday lI!lorning , March 29th. 
Report of Committee on Schgol Laws.-Com. John .van Schaick, Supt. B. 
B. Snow, Com. G. M. Warren. Report of Committee on School Superds. 
ion.-Coms. Thos. S. Mount, Geo. W. Holmes, M. W. Smith. Paper.-
• ~ Text Book5."-Supt. R. K. R. Montfort. Report of Committee on Reorgan. 
ization.-Coms. A. W. Morehouse, R. P. Bush, J. B. Riley, Wm. T. Goode· 
nough, R. J. H. Speed. 
, Thursday Aftl!rt:001l. 
. Report of Committee of School Districts and School Officers.-Supt. Ed. 
ward Danforth, Com. W. J. McMillan, Com. L . M. Robertson. A!idress--
" The Common School System."-A. A. Keyes, Deputy Supt. of Public In. 
stl'Jlction. Report of Committee on Public Schools.-Supt. David Beattie, 
Corns. AndrewJ' Provost, James W. Hooper. Paper-" Teachers' Associa· 
tions."-Supt. . B. Bruce. 
Thm'sday Eveni1:g. 
Paper-" Industrial and Inventive Drawing in Public Schools."-Hon. J. 
Y. Culyer. Brief Addresses by Hon. Neil Gilmour, Supt. Public Instruction; 
Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, Chancellor of the University; Hon, Hqratio Seymour, 
and others. . 
. Friday Morni1l/{, March 30th. 
Report of Comm.ittee on Teachers Qualifications.-Com. R. ~. Bush, Supt. 
Chas. S!mmons, ~om. R. H. Williams. Miscellaneous Business and Reports 
of SpeCIal CommIttees. -
Foreign. 
AUSTRALIA.-Four students of the Presbyterian Ladies' Co\1ege at Melbourne have put forth an adaptation of Mr. Tennyson's" Princess," 
in which they take a wholly different view of "woman's future" from that 
which the Old-WorIa poet had adopted. They convert the Prince by a course 
of lectures at the Ladies' College. ' 
EGyPT . ...:.... The Minister of Instruction has recently made a report which 
gives 'an insight, rarely offered, into the educational condition of that co\m-
try. It appears from his statistics that there are at present under instruction 
140,977 pupils. Qf these, I II ,803 are in primary Arab schools, 15,335 in 
m<?SClue schools, 1,385 educated by Government, 8,961 by missions and relig-
ioUi communities, and.2,960 in the municipal schools. The principal t~xt-
book is the Koran, and sometimes a little arithmetic is taull'ht. The children 
read and write from right to left, and even learn their Koran backwards, be-
Cause the final chapters are easier for beginners. 
FRANCE.-M. Waddington, tlte French Minister of Public InstructiOlf, ap-
pears to be progressive in educational matters. He proposes that after the first 
of January, 187,8, all the communes shall have power to establish a free school 
. system, and to meet the expense by taxation. It is intimated that the next 
step will be compulsory education. The proportion of those who cannot 
read and write in some of the departments is as high as sixty per cent. F~e 
education, to the' extent of 5,800 schools, has been given by some of the com-
munes for several years, and there are 37,000 Catholic communal schools for 
boys; still the general average of illiterate persons is given' as thirty per cent. 
It is expected that this proposition of the minister for free schools wi~1 be op ' 
posed by the Catholic clergy and tlteir representatives in the Assembly, as an 
invasion of the educational functions of the Romish church; while the Re-
publicans will insist that as all are to pay the taxes for their support, tlte 
schools shall be unsectarian. 
GERMANY.- The Michigan University Chr01:icll! gives the following as an 
estimate of the number of students and professors at ten German Universities: 
Vienna, 3,615 students, 227 professors; Berlin, 2,980 students, 187 professors; 
Leipzig, 2,800 students, 140 professors ; Halle," I,057 students, 95 professors; 
Breslau, 1,033 students, 107 professors; Munich, 1,031 students, 114 pro-
fessors; Jubingen, 981 students, 84 professors; Heidelberg, 884 students, 104 
professors; Bonn, 858 students, 98 professors; Strasburg, 667 students, 81 
professors.--The University of Berne has 30 female students, of which 
number 25 are studying medicine, four belles· letters, and one law.--There 
is a great lack of good male school teachers in Mecklenburg Schwerin, and 
when Schumacker, the principal of the free school at Neustadt, died, they had 
to appoint a woman to the vacancy. 
STATE DEPARTMENTS. 
Nebraska. 
Editor, C. B. PALMER, Beatrice. 
THE annual meeting of the State Teachers' Association Fremont, March 27th, 28th, and 29th. 
PROGRAMME. 
will be held in 
Tuesday, March 27th, 7.,]0 p. m . . 
01>ENING' ExERCISES.-Address of Welcome, Hon. W. A. Marlow, Mayor 
of Fremont; Response by the Presidel!t; Address; Learning and Labor, 
Chancellor Fairfield, of the State University; Miscellaneous business. 
Wi!d1:esday, lIfarch 28th. 
9.00, Opening exercises; ~.30, President's :'-ddress, Prof. C. B. Palmer, 
Beatrice; 10.00, Progress, MISS M. Sawyer, Lmcoln; 10.20, Recess; 10.3°, 
Condition of Education in the Statl!, Hon. J. M. McKenzie, Peru; 10.50, 
General discussion: HotlJ may th l! co1tditi011 of Education in thl! state bl! 
improvl!d? 11.50, Miscellaneous business; 12.00, Adjournment . 
AFTERNOON. 
2.00, 'class ~xerCise ,in Reading: Conducted by Miss Hattie Stannard, 01 
Omaha; 2.30, Report on CourSl! of Study in High Schools, Prof. w. W. W. 
Jones, Lincoln; 2.50, General Discussion on same; 3.30, Recess ; 3.40, !>ome 
tlti1lgs an A11II!rican may leanl from Europl!an Schools, Prof. W .. E. WIlson, 
Palmyra; 7.30, Address, Dr. Robert Curry, Principal of State Norma~ Sc,bool, 
Subject, Spl!Cial Educatio1t / Appointment of Committee on NomlllatlOns; 
Miscellaneous business. 
Thursday, Marclt 29tlt . 
9.00, Opening Exercises; 9.30, Essay by Miss Clara Albertson, Sc~uyler, 
Nebraska, Subject, Oratory and Tl!aclti1tg / 9.45, The County Supermte?d-
ency, Prof. A. R. Wightman, Fremont; 10.05, The best methods of electlllg 
County Superintendents, Prof. A. D . Wi1l~ams, Kenesaw; 1O. ~5, Recess; 
10.35, General discllssion of the County Supenntendency; 11.45, Miscellaneous 
business. 
AFTERNOON. 
2.00, Election of Officers; 2.20, Essay, Thl! Cardell ,if thl! Hl!art, Miss 
Mary M. Elcock, Dakota City; 2.40, Marki1tg and Rl!portitlg, Mrs. H. G. 
Wolco'tt, North Bend; 3.00, General discussion on same; 3.30, Recess; 3.40, 
Reports of Committees; Final Adjournment. 
Papers read are not to exceed twenty minutes each. On general discussion, 
speakers will be limited t~ ten minutes. T~e exercises will ~e ~nters~rsed 
with music. Persons paYlIlg full fare comlllg to the. ASSOCiatIOn .wIll ~e 
returned on one-fifth fare, on the certificate of the PreSIdent of tlte Assocla· 
tion. Ladies intending to attend should write to Prof. A. R. Wightman, Fre-
mont, stating on what day and train tltey will arrive. . . 
By vote of the Association last year, the number of papers was hml~ed; b.ut 
it is expected that the subjects called up will be dIscussed as fully as time will 
allow. 
OFFICERS.-C. D .. Palmer, President; Charles Cross, Vice-President; C. F. 
Secord, Secretary;, J. B. Bruner, Treasurer. 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.-S. R. Thompson, J. H. Mocket, H . G. Wolcott, 
J. B. Bruner, Saralt J. Hawley. 
/ 
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-Recent developments in regard to the management of the public schools 
of Omaha have caused considerable excitement in that city.:"The Republica)l 
and Heraldhave united in condemning the present management of the s~hools, 
especially the methods of discipline practised, and have demanded the unme· 
diate resignation of the Superintendent, Prof; Beals. It is charged. that the 
rules of the Board in regard to corporal p~nlshn:'ent are coustautl~ vlOlated-
that children are beaten on the head With pomters, pounded With fists, cut 
with raw-hide whips, etc. It is "Iso stated that t~e machinery of t.he schools, 
is_yery complicated and cumbersome-that keepmg records, makmg reports, 
computing averages of attendance, scholarship, deportment, etc., a~e made the 
prominent feature of the system, and that there IS a correspondmg lack of 
vitality, and of thorough, practical work. Omaha has the finest of school 
building>, and an expensive system of schools, but it is claimed by the R epub-
lican that under the present management the schools d.o. not se~ure t~e confi-
dence of the people, and that a number of the best cItIzens, 111c1udmg two 
members of the School Board, refuse to patronize the schools, and send their 
children elsewhere to be educated. 
Thc matter may he somewhat highly colored, but where there is so much 
,moke there is likely to be some fire. If a tithe of the allegations are true, a 
radical change of administration is urgently demanded, but the question of 
responsibility for present defects is one that it is not our province to discuss. 
The dauger of dreary, soul· destroying machine work is very great in alllargc 
graded schools, and it needs to be constantly combated in order to secure 
efficient, practical work, suited to the various requirements of pupils from all 
classes of society, with every variety of disposition and mental capacity. As 
regards the methods of punishment referred to, it is safe to say that ncver, 
under any circumstances, should a child be struck on the head, not even with 
the hand. 
ANTIOCH REUNION.-The graduates and fonner students of Antioch Col-
lege, residing in the west, are cordially invited to meet jn social reunion with 
the Antioch Association of Nebraska, at Fremont, on Wednesday evening, 
March 28th, during the session of the State Teachers' Association. 
-Pawnee county expects to have a six weeks normal institute, next sum. 
mer, to be conducted by Prof. D. E. Sanders, of Hendricks county, Illinois. 
If an attendance of fifty teachers can be secured, at five dollars each, the pro. 
ject will be consummated. Prof. Sanders is a graduate of Holbr'lok's Nor-
mal School, at Lebanon, Ohio. The people of Pawnee county have always 
shown commendable enterprise in educational matters, and we hope they may 
~e s~lccessful not onl~ in secu~ing the ins~itute, but i~ securing a really helpful 
quahtyof work.--fhe pupils of the Lmcoln pubhc schools gave an exhibi-
lio~ in the Opera ~o~se, ~n Washington's Birthday, to raise money with 
whl~h ~o purchase dlctlOnanes for the school.--Superintendent F. M. 'Vil-
Iiams, of Richar~so~ county, says: "Our schools. have been rather unusually 
successful. 88 dlstncts out of 91 have school dUring the fall and winter."--
Grand Island is agitating the q~estioll of vOti~lg $ 10,000 in bonds, to supple-
ment the $5,000 already ,"oted, IJ1 order to bUIld a new .;chool·house. The 
lndpmdmt opposes the proposition on the ground of hard limes and high 
taxes. 
Colorado. 
Editor, JOSEPH C. SHATTUCK, Denver. 
BEFORE this comes to our readers, it is probable that the First General Assembly will have disposed of the School Bill. If the Senate concurs 
in the House amendments, the Centennial State will have a schooi law of 
which it need not be ashamed. It is, in the main, a reenactment of the pres-
ent law, and the compiler of that law-Hon. H. M. Hale-may well be proud 
that the year's work under it has shown but two features not satisfactory to the 
majority of our 'peo~le. The apportionment,. and the" si,:, m~)llths " clause, are 
objected to, bemg lound to work a hardship to weak districts; but for these 
features Mr. Hale is not especially responsible. The apportIonment will now 
be based entirely on the census lists, and the length of school necessary to 
entitle a district to a share of the public fund will be fixed at three months. 
The annual election occurs the first Monday in May, and let it be remem-
bered that hereafter womelt vote at all school elections if they wish. 
The other changes are mostly such as are required by our new condition of 
statehood. The constitutional state Board of Education is recognized, and 
its duties prescribed. Appeal from district boards and county superintendents 
is provided for nearly as in the Ivwa law, only that the State Board is the 
court of last resort, instead of the State Superintendent. 
Provision is made for State Certificates. 
The attention of teach~rs is especially called to the method prescribed for 
ascertaining and reporting the" average number helonging," whic~ has here-
tofore been omitted in our statistics. A House amendment prOVIdes for the 
employment of an American Spanish-speaking Assistant Superintendent, to 
labor three months each year among our Spanish-speaking population. 
The School Bond law has been very carefully revised, and it is to be hoped 
that when passed, it wiII at least be clothed in good En.glish, arid its provisi0!1s 
stated with such clearness that two persons may someltmes be found who Will 
interpret it alike, in which case it will be an improvement on the law of '72 
and its amendments. 
Hereafter all blanks required by teachers and school officers, will be fur-
nished by the state, and issued from this office. 
The public school at Golden has been giv~ng a serie.s of drama~ic entertain-
ments, with ' fair SIICCess. We suppose Ihe time spent m preparabon for 'such 
affairs is not utterly lost. Some things are learned with which it is perhaps 
well for our youth to be familiar, and the people sometimes almost insist on 
an " exhibition." We think, however, that a well managed lyceum, under 
the constant care of the teacher, and open to the public at least once each 
month, will satisfy the public quite as well, and benefit the children far more. 
--EI Moro wants a male teacher. Applicants can correspond with the Sec-
retary there.--The School Bill is 110t yet a law. It has now gone to a 
committee of conference. Meanwhile" we watch and wait." 
-An extreme case of "procrastin:ltion" comes to this office for advice this 
week. Below 'we give the case and Ihe reply, suppressing only names. 
" Please advise me what to do ill the following case: In March, 1874, Dis 
trict No. --, -- county, levied a tax ' for school purposes. At the regular 
election on May 4th, there was nothing done on account of disturbance in the 
meeting. There was a meeting called May 27th, at which time officers werc 
elected. l'rior to this, the tax list had been posted, but the president refused 
to collect the tax, anel on the 5th of October, at the semi-annual meeting, the 
district voted to remit the tax . 1 have ordered the tax to be collected, but 
some refuse to pay. "13-- R--, President District No. --, 
- - county, Colorado."' 
B-- R--, President District No. --, -- county, Colorado.-Dear 
Sir :-Up to February, 1876, your district was working under the Jaw of 1870. 
a copy of which I send you, in which I ha\'e marked sections 31 and 32; 
which fit your case exactly. If the tax was legally votd at first. there wa~ 
no power or right in the district to reconsider or remit the same after the list 
had been posted according to law, and everyone assessed therein, who has uot 
paid, is liable to pay now, notwithstanding any vote of the district to remit. 
Proceed as directed in Sections 3' and 32, of the law I send, only the County 
Treasurer now, by the Constitution, collects all school taxes, so your Secretary 
must make out a list and turn it over to the County Treasurer, who must col-
lect as the Secretary was directed by this law. 
Illinois. 
Editor, JOHN W. COOK, Normal. 
THE biennial revision of the school law is in progress in Springfield. We have before us H . B. No. 220, introduced by Mr. Mitchell of McLean. 
·Mr. Mitchell desires to express in his bill the changes that experience ha~ 
shown to be advisable. He is a sincere advocate of all measures that he 
thinks will benefit the schools, and if there are provisions in bill 220, that the. 
school people of th\! state regard as m -advised, they wiII find the member from 
McLean ready to listen to their su~gestions. 
The first important change of the old law is found in sections thirteet), 
fourteen, twenty-two, twenty-three, twenty-six, and thirty-two, to which attell-
tion was called in the editorial department of the WEEKLY last week. 
COUNTY SUI'.:R INTENDENTS-·l"HEIR ELECTION AND DUTIES. 
~ 1.3. There shall be elected by the Board of Supervisors, in counties under 
township organization, and in counties not under township organization. by 
the Board of County Commissioners, a County Superintendent of Schools in 
each county of this state, at the regular meeting of the several Boards in the 
month of September on\, thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and 
quadrennially thereafter. The said County Superintendent shall perform the 
duties required by law, as d.irected by the State Superintendent of P~bl!c 
Instruction. He shall hold hiS office for the term of four years, and until hiS 
successor is elected and qualified, unless sooner removed as pro\'ided in this 
act. . 
e 14. No person shall be eligible to the office of County Superintendent of 
Schools who does not hold a certificate of qualification from the State Super. 
intendent of Public Instruction, which certificate shall declare that the person 
holding it has been examined by a committee appointed by the State Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction; and the said certificate shall further show that 
the person holding it has passed a successful examination ill all the branches 
now required, or that may hereafter be required by law for a first grade 
county certificate. In addition to this he shall be examined in the school law 
of this state, and give evidence of having had three years successful experience 
as a teacher, or County Superintendent of Schools: PrlJ1Jidtd, that State Teach-
ers' certificates ' shall be evidence of the qualification of the person holding 
the same. The certificate of quahfication shall be in the following form, viz. : 
STATE OF ILLINOIS, \ 
OFFICE OF STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. . J 
This is to certify that ·------has been examined hy a commiUee 
appo'inted by the undersigned in Orthography, Reading. in English, Penman-
ship, Arithmetic, Modern Geography, E"glish Grammar, the Elements of the 
Natural Sciences, History of the United States, Physiology and the School 
Laws of this state. Being satisfied that is of good moral charac-
ter, and has had. three years successful experience as a teacher or. County 
Superintendent of Schools; this certificate of qUl\liflcation (or the office of 
County Superintendent of Schools is granted, and is of perpetual validity un-
less revoked as provided by law. Given under my hand and seal this __ _ 
day of --'- month, in the year --- : ---.--____ "-
Superintendent o( Public Instruction. 
~ 22. It shall be the duty of the County Superintendent of schools, during the 
months of March and September in each year, and at such other times as1tlie 
County Board or the State Superintendent may direct, to carefully ex~'De 'all 
th~ booksl VQuc;:b~rs nllq !'t<;<;ounts of ~neb township Trel\llurer in his county 
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and make a complete settlement with each of said Treasurers. He shall 
examine all loans of township and other school funds made to the Treasurer, 
and the securities held by the school Trustees and Treasurer of said township 
for the payment of said loans; and if in his judgment such secl,1rities are 
insufficient, he shall notify the Board of Trustees of the same, and if they fail 
to procure additional security within twenty days from the date of such notice, 
Ihe Superintendent shall have power to demand such additional security, and 
if the said additional security is not given within ten days after such demand, 
the said loans shall become due and payable in accordance with the l)rovision 
of section sixty of this act, and it shall be the duty of the township Treasurer 
10 enforce the collection of said loans as provided in section sixty of this 
act. ' . 
~ 23. It shall also be the duty of the County Superintendent of Schools to 
make a full report to the County Board and the State Superintendent of Public In-
struction, twice each year,of the condition of the township and other school funds, 
books, vouchers and accounl~, in each township and fractional township in his 
county, embracing the following items, to·wit: the amount of school funds in 
cach township; the amount loaned and the ~mount and kind of security 
l,<iven for each loan; the rate of interest in each case ; the amount of il}terest 
due and unpaid on loans, if any, and the cause for non-payment; a statement 
of the condition of the books of each Treasurer, and such olher information as 
may be required by the County Board or the State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction. 
~ 26. It shall be the duty of the County Superintendent to visit, at least 
once in each year, every scbool in his county, and to note the methods of in-
struction , the branches taught, the text-books used, and the discipline, govern-
ment and general condition of the schools, and he shall keep a record of the 
of the same in his office. 
~ 32. County Superintendents of Schools shall receive in full for all 
services performed by them a compensation fixed by the County Board of 
Supervisors or Board of County Commissioners, which compensation shall, in 
counties of the first class, as deflned in chapter 53, section 13, Revised Statutes, 
not be less than six hundred dollars nor more than fifteen hundred dollars 
annually ; in counties of the second class not less than twelve hundred nor 
more than two thousand dollars, and in counties of the third class not less 
than fifteen hundred dollars nor more than twenty five hundred dollars per 
annum. 
ITEMS. 
-Knox College is in a flourb hing condition. What else could be expected? 
--' The managers of county fairs in various parts of the state are making pro-
visions for educational exbibits this year. Superintendents Barge, West, 
Smith, and others are pushing matters in their respectIve counties.--Mrs. 
Carpenter, the Superintendent of Winnebago county, and Miss West, of Knox, 
have arranged for a series of simultaneous examinations, in the schools under 
their charge. They have also issued circulars to the school directors calling 
their attention to the matter, and urging the importance of the project. The 
effect must be good.--Mr. Paisley, of Lexington, is improving, and hopes to 
return to his work soon. 
-The Decennial Anniversary of the Illinois Indust ri al University was 
celebrated March lOth, with great &·/at. The Governor and a majority of the 
two houses of the General Assembly were present. The anniversary address 
was delivered by Regent Gregory; other addresses were delivered by Gover-
1I0r S. M. Cullom, and Judge C. B. Smith. At the fonnal opening of the 
Natural History Museum an address was given by Professor D. C. Taft. A 
grand collation was tendered by the ladies of Urbana and Champaign, and 
tlie whole 'was a day of glory for the University. 
III accordance with the vote passed at the late meeting of the Illinois State 
Teachers' Association held at Champaign, I have appointed Dr. J. M. Gregory, 
W. B. Powell, Duane Doty, Edward L. Wells, and Stephen A. Forpes, on the 
part of the Association, together with the State Superintendent of ]>ublic 
Instruction, as the Committee to provide for the representation of the edu-
cational affairs of Illinois, at the Exposition in Paris, in 1878. 
NORMAL, March 5, 1877. 
EDWIN C. HEWETT, 
President Illinois Teachers' Association. 
Iowa. 
Editor, J. M. DEARMOND, Davenport. 
THE 7th of March was a red-letter day for Jhe Medical Department of the Iowa University. The commencement exercises of that department 
attracted visitors from .all parts of the state. Gov. Newbold, State Superin-
tendent von Crellen, and other distinguished gentlemen occupied the stage. 
Mr'. Ed. S. McLeod, of Log;lI1,. Iowa, was the valedictorian. Rt. Rev. W. 
S. Perry delivered the address in behalf of the Faculty. This was a grand 
effiort, liberal in thought, close in reasoning, and scholarly throughout. The 
degree ofM. D. was conferred upon the following graduates: Ed. S. Mc-
Leod, Logan, Iowa; R . R. Arnold; Albia, Iowa; W. H. Booth, Newton, 
Iowa; A. T .. Baker, ~iddensville, Texas; J . S. Farrell, Rock Island, lil.; 
W. ·H. Haskms, L;lnsll1g, Iowa; D. W. Hasson, Elk Point, Dakota; J . B. 
Kessler, Inland, Iowa; H. T. Lanning, Iowa City; J. Nichol, Albia; A.1.. 
Peterman, Fayette, 10'Ya.; A. F. ~yan, DeWitt, Iowa; G. W. Wilson, Tip-
ton,lowa. Tbe.exammm~ c.ommlttee w~ appoi~ted from the membership 
of the State MedIcal Assoc13tlOn, and conSIsted of mne well·known physicians. 
They plied t~e class witl! queqtions for sev~ral hours, and fo\mc;l tht,: members 
well qualified. The committee presented a written report, in which much 
gratification was expressed at the creditable manner i.n which the candidates 
acquitted themselves, and the committee was fully convinced that they had 
been carefully and faithfully instructed by a corps of teachers fully compe-
tent, earnest, and reliable. The recipient of a diploma from tIle Medic~l 
Department of the Iowa University must attend two courses of lectures of SIX 
months each, and present a certificate that he has studied two years 
in a regular practising physician'S office. In the se\'en years of its history. 
the DepartuJent has graduated one hundred and twenty-eight doctors. Dur-
ing the last year, eighty-five students attended the lectures. The Departmellt 
has a bright future before it. With able professors and fi ne facilities for 
practice, it is now receiving that recognition from all pnrts of the state which 
augurs a bright future. . 
Publishers' Notes. 
OUR frimds will do us a /av01', if, in deali1/g witlt our aaver-
tiurs,. tlley will alwa)'s mention tIle WEEKLY. 
To those who have not the full subscription pric\! to spare, or 
who do not know whether the WEEKLY . is such a paper as they 
want, we will send it for three months on trial for fift y cents. 
This offer is made only to new subsc~ibers . 
-The Chicago, Mihvaukee and St. Paul Railway is onc of the hcst man-
aged railroads in the West. To those who travel much between Chicago and 
Milwaukee it has been found to be a great boon, for while it is easily accessi-
ble in Milwaukee by street cars from almost any part of the city, in Chicago 
the depot is in the heart of the city, and passengers who wish to go north, 
south, east, or west, on arriving here, may step into a street car within one 
block or less from the depot; or they can easily reach their place of business 
by a walk of five minutes. 
-Thanks to our numerous correspondents for the encouraging words of 
compliment which they send us. The common testimony is that the ' VEEKJ.\, 
is improving. Of course it is. Every live thing !..'I·01IJS. Onc thing which 
contributes largely to the vigorous growth of the W EEKLY is the activity ·of 
our subscribers who send us clubs of new names. They appreciate the val ue 
of the paper, and want others to share i l~ good things with them. .They arc 
right. Keep on, friends. There is no danger of our being overcome by thcsc 
things. 
-.We do not ac~nowle~ge th~ receipt of subscriptions by letter. The 
receIpt of the paper IS suffiCIent eVIdence that your subscription has come to 
hand, and the number following your name will tell you what is the l a.~t num · 
ber WIth which you are credited. 
-We hope that teachers and superintendents who arc about to hold any 
kind of meeting of teachers, will send to us for specimen copies of the 
'¥EEKLY, to lay before the teachers. The W EEKLY is a nelV journal, anti 
we. want everybody to see it once. . 
-Our ackn!Jwledgments are due to F . S. Chandler & Co., Illusic publish. 
ers, of this city, for a collection of Juvenile Rureatiom, which we tllink 
woul~ be found ~e!1' aPl?ropriate for use il~ schools, especially as ll1arche~ and 
exerels~s where It IS deSIred to ha\'e the tlllle well marked . They consIst of 
twelve progressive pieces, easy, full of melody, ancl sell for twenty-live cents 
each. The whole set will be sent postpaid to teachers for $ 1.75. If pre· 
ferred, orders may be sent to the Publishers of the WEEKI.Y. 
-The best map of the city of Chicago that has yet fallen under our noticc 
is one published by VanVechten & Snyder, 79 Dearborn Street. I t contains 
a great amount of desirable information respecting streets, wards, public build · 
ings, etc., presented in a good print, and well colored. 
-Now and then a correspondent wonders what is meant by the Humber 
following his name 011 the address of his paper. This number indicates thc 
date when the subscciption expires. If it is 50, it indicates a year's subscriV-
tion, as there are fifty numbers in a year. According to ollr original plal1, 
. . announced at the outset, and published regularly in the first column on the 
second advertising page, we shall publish two volumes a year, each of 25 
nnmbers. 
-The following letter from Superintendent Calkins is so forcible, and valuablc 
to our readers, that we cannot withhold it from publication. Why is not every 
teacher a reader' of a good educational journal? Every real teacher is. 
"Having just had an opportunity of looking over a few copies of 1'1-1 F. 
EDUCATIONAL '¥EEKLY, I desire to express my appreciation of its value by 
inclosing the SUbscription price for one year, with the request that you send it 
to my address as given below. 
"The maintenance of weekly journals of education I regard as olle of the 
most practical means of increasing the efficiency of the teachers' labors, and of 
developing and extending the inftuence of their profession; and I congratulate 
teachers at the West upon having sU'ch an excellent journal to represent their 
noble cause. Teachers cannot afford to deprive themselves of the visits of 
such a valuable friend as a well conducted educational journal. 
YOllrs very truly, 
12f East 80t~ Street, New York. ;Nt A, CAI,KIl\S,'.' 
